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ABSTRACT. Modern determinations based on VLBI observations [1,2℄ yield the orretion�p = �3:0 � 0:1 mas=y to the IAU (1976) value of general luni-solar preession in longitudep = 5029:096600=y, J2000:0. Nevertheless, extensive study of the FK5 spin with respet toHIPPARCOS yields the orretion �p = �1:5 � 0:7 mas=y [3,4℄ whih is not onsistent withthe VLBI. Aiming at the explanation for this fat, the paper presents an examination of thedi�erenes FK5-HIPPARCOS treated by di�erent numerial tehniques.It was found that the proper motions of the FK5 in Right Asension are onsistent with theVLBI value of orretion to the preessional onstant, whereas the proper motions in Delinationare not. From this it follows that the preessional orretion must be derived only from thedi�erenes �� os Æ. To this one should add that the ommonly used routines to derive thepreessional orretion are based on ombined solution of the equations for ��0 and �� os Æwhih assigns to the Delination system the weight three times more than to the R.A. system.It is due to this reason the result omes wrong. At the same time, the di�erenes �� os Æ takenseparately yield the orretion �p = �3:5 � 0:1 mas=y whih is in good agreement with theVLBI.1. THE BASICSThe Helmholtz theorem applied to veloity �eld of stars [5℄ states that an individual veloityof a star is expressed as the sum of a translation �V0 (Solar motion)), a divergene haraterizedby a deformation ellipsoid S, and a spin of the stellar system �!:�V = �V0 + grad S + �! � �r: (1)When the di�erenes FK5-HIPPARCOS are used the only ontribution to the di�erene��V is expeted from the spin sine the Solar motion and the divergene terms vanish. Sinethe HIPPARCOS atalogue is free from preession and equinox motion, then in the di�erenesFK5-HIPPARCOS the rigid body spin of the stellar system vanishes, and the spin is generatedby the FK5 residual preession and non preessional motion of the equinox only:!1 = 0; (2)!2 = ��p sin �; (3)!3 = �p os�� (��+�e); (4)where � - the tilt of elipti. 65



Thus we see that to �nd the orretion to the onstant of preession from the di�erenes inproper motions FK5-HIPPARCOS one needs to solve the next equations of ondition:�� os Æ = �!1 sin Æ os� �!2 sin Æ sin� +!3 os Æ;��0 = !1 sin� �!2 os�; (5)where �� = �FK5 � �HIP ;��0 = �0FK5 � �0HIP : (6)2. THE LEAST SQUARES SOLUTIONIt is ommon pratie of evaluating the unknowns !1, !2 and !3 from ombined solution ofequations (5). Nevertheless, the separate solutions are possible too. It is not diÆult to showthat if the results of separate solutions are !�1 ; !�2 ; !�3 and !Æ1; !Æ2; then the ombined solution ofEqs. (5) looks like follows: !1 = 14(!�1 + 3!Æ1);!2 = 14(!�2 + 3!Æ2);!3 = !�3 : (7)In other words: eah of !i is weighted average of !�i and !Æi with predominant ontribution ofthe Æ-omponents.From this it follows that the ombined solution meets no objetion if the systems of � os Æand �0 of both atalogues are free from systemati errors. Though the HIPPARCOS atalogueis laimed to have no systemati errors, it is not so in the ase of FK5. In suh situationthe estimates of one-named parameters from separate solutions of equations (5) may di�erdramatially giving evidene of large systemati errors in one (or both) systems. Sine theresult of ombined solution is extremely sensitive to the errors of the delination system, theombined solution will give wrong result if the �Æ system of the FK5 is worse than the � os Æsystem.2. THE SOLUTION BY VECTORIAL HARMONICSA new method to solve equations (5) was proposed in [6℄. This approah is based on deom-position of the vetor �eld ~V = V� ~e� + V� ~e�;where � = �=2 � Æ, ~e�;~e� { unit vetors, on a set of vetorial harmonis ~Tlm(�; �) and~Slm(�; �): ~V(�; �) = m=+lXm=�l 1Xl=1(tlm ~Tlm(�; �) + slm ~Slm(�; �)): (8)The most attrative feature of this method is the fat that the rigid body rotational �eld~V = (�!1 os� os � � !2 sin� os � + !3 sin �) ~e� + (�!1 sin�+ !2 os�) ~e� (9)66



is determined only through the oeÆientst10 =r8�3 !3; (10)t11 =r4�3 (�!1 + i!2): (11)It is this method that was used to �nd the parameters of mutual orientation and spin ofthe FK5 and HIPPARCOS [7℄. Still, this property of vetorial funtions must be treated withaution. Really, if the proper motions in �� and ��diretions are generated by di�erent spinswith parameters !�1, !�1 and !�2, !�2 , i.e.~V = (�!�1 os� os � � !�2 sin� os � + !3 sin �) ~e� + (�!�1 sin�+ !�2 os�) ~e�; (12)then equation (11) is replaed byt11 =r �12 [�(!�1 + 3!�1) + i(!�2 + 3!�2)℄: (13)Now, from (11) and (13) we again get equations (7). This tells us that when the parameters ofthe spin are di�erent, the vetorial funtions have no advantages over the least square ombinedsolution of equations (5). Nevertheless, if both omponents of proper motions are onsistentwith a model, the deomposition of proper motions on vetorial funtions is promised to be verypowerful tool. Reently the appliation of this method was made to all terms of equation (1).Besides the low order lassial terms this approah revealed some higher order harmonis whihare beyond the model [12℄.2. THE SOLUTION BY SCALAR HARMONICSNow we are in position to answer the question: whih solution is reliable? This requires amore sophistiated method to penetrate into the essene of separate solutions. In this onnetionwe propose to use the deomposition of eah omponents �� os Æ and ��0 on a set of the salar(not vetorial) harmonis �� os Æ =Xnkl Cnkl Znkl(�; Æ); (14)��0 =Xnkl C 0nkl Znkl(�; Æ); (15)where Znkl are the spherial funtions. This tehnique was proposed by Broshe [8℄ for repre-senting the systemati di�erenes of two atalogues. Later on, it was elaborated by the author[9,10℄ for deriving rotation between two referene frames and for kinematial analysis of theproper motions [11℄. The main idea of this approah may be explained as follows.Suppose the deompositions (14) and (15) are made and the oeÆients Cnkl and C 0nkl arederived. It is not diÆult to show that in the ase of the rigid spin of the frames there are threesubsets of the Cnkl whih are proportional to one of the omponents !1; !2; !3 and two subsetsof the C 0nkl whih are proportional to one of !1; !2. This means, and this is the ruial pointof the method, that eah of the parameters !i may be evaluated at least twie (in the theory asmany times as needed). Namely, from �� os Æ one may derive !1 from C211, C411; !2 { fromC210, C410; !3 { from C001, C201, as well as from ��0 one may alulate !1 { via C 0110, C 0310and !2 { via C 0111, C 0311. 67



If two estimates of, say !1, oinide within the limits of their errors we may be sure thatthe data ontains spin, and this onlusion is made for eah sets �� os Æ or ��0 independently.We emphasize, that this approah in ontrast to ommonly used mathematial tools, providesa test that the model is (or not) ompatible with the data. It is due to this ability of thesalar harmonis one an make a hoie between two alternatives in ase when the one-namedparameters of equations (5) ome di�erent from the separate solutions of these equations.3. NUMERICAL RESULTSIn this setion we present results obtained by solutions of equations (5) from di�erenes�� os Æ and ��0 alulated for 1232 stars ommon to FK5 and HIPPARCOS atalogues.Table 1: Spin and orretion to the preession onstant from separate and ombined solutions,mas/y, 1232 stars. From �� os Æ From ��0 From �� os Æ and ��0!1 0.32�0.20 -0.56�0.11 -0.32�0.14!2 0.98�0.20 0.48�0.11 0.61�0.14!3 0.80�0.11 - 0.80�0.14�p -2.5� 0.5 -1.2�0.3 -1.5�0.4The separate and ombined solutions are shown in Table (1). From this table one an seethat the estimates of the omponents !1 and !2 following from separate and ombined solutionsdi�er signi�antly. The values of the orretion to the preession onstant �p following fromeah of solutions are di�erent too, and nothing an be said what solution is preferable. Still,the separate solutions being disordant give evidene that something is wrong and the furtheranalysis is needed.This more penetrative analysis omes from the salar harmonis method (Tables 2-3).Table 2: Spin from �� os Æ by salar harmonis, mas/y, 1232 stars.n k l First value n k l Seond value!1 2 1 1 0.06 � 0.21 4 1 1 0.90 � 0.57!2 2 1 0 1.39 � 0.20 4 1 0 1.17 � 0.54!3 0 0 1 0.62 � 0.10 2 0 1 3.18 � 0.34Table 3: Spin from ��0 by salar harmonis, mas/y, 1232 stars.n k l First value n k l Seond value!1 1 1 0 -0.58 � 0.11 3 1 0 -1.02 � 0.43!2 1 1 1 0.37 � 0.11 3 1 1 1.89 � 0.44Now we see that both estimates of !1 and !3 derived from either �rst or seond equations (5)are disordant. The same result is stated for !2 obtained from ��0. This is suÆient to makea onlusion that there is no rigid body rotation in the system of �0 of the FK5 with respet to68



HIPPARCOS frame. On the ontrary, both estimates of !2 derived from �rst equation (5) havegood agreement, and this tells us that the only omponent of the FK5's proper motions suitablefor determination of preession is �� os Æ.4. CONCLUSIONSIt may be argued that the results desribed above are due to spei� properties of the sampleunder onsideration. To see what happens when another sample is taken, we hoosed the sampleof 512 distant stars whih were used by Frike [13℄ for deriving the onstant of preession IAU1976. The di�erenes FK5-HIPPARCOS of these stars have been treated in the same way asthe sample of 1232 stars. The results are shown in Tables 4, 5 and 6.Table 4: Spin and orretion to the preession onstant derived from 512 di�erenes FK5-HIPPARCOS, mas/y. From �� os Æ From ��0 From �� os Æ and ��0!1 0.61�027 -0.68�0.11 -0.35�0.17!2 0.76�0.26 0.53�0.12 0.60�0.17!3 0.85�0.15 - 0.78�0.18�p -1.9� 0.7 -1.3�0.3 -1.5�0.4Table 5: Spin from 512 di�erenes �� os Æ by salar harmonis, mas/y.n k l First value n k l Seond value!1 2 1 1 -0.09 � 0.38 4 1 1 0.46 � 0.86!2 2 1 0 1.46 � 0.31 4 1 0 1.19 � 0.65!3 0 0 1 0.56 � 0.21 2 0 1 2.95 � 0.66Table 6: Spin from 512 di�erenes ��0 by salar harmonis, mas/y.n k l First value n k l Seond value!1 1 1 0 -0.86 � 0.18 3 1 0 -0.41 � 0.50!2 1 1 1 0.68 � 0.27 3 1 1 1.46 � 0.69From these tables we see that the sample of 512 stars gave pratially the same results. Tothis we must add that the situation does not hange when the proper motions of the PPM areompared with those of the HIPPARCOS. Indeed, the separate LSM solutions based on 93387di�erenes PPM-HIPPARCOS, yield !2 = 1:59�0:04 mas/y from �� os Æ and !2 = 0:63�0:02mas/y from ��0. The salar funtions for both estimates of !2 from �� os Æ yield the values1:43 � 0:04 mas/y and 3:22 � 0:15 mas/y. These estimates are disordant, but one must takeinto aount that with respet to spin both hemispheres of the PPM are quite di�erent [3℄ { andthe method of salar funtions reveals this fat.Summarizing, we an say that the rigid body rotation does exist only in the R.A. propermotions omponents of the di�erenes FK5-HIPPARCOS and only this system is onsistent withthe VLBI if the preessional orretion is onerned. Returning to the initial sample of 1232stars we state:� The Delination system of the FK5 proper motions shows no spin with respet to HIP-PARCOS.� The disordant value �p = �1:5 � 0:7 mas=y is explained by too large weight that theombined solution assigns to the Delination system of proper motions69
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